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EWAZ: A CENTER OF GUNMAKING IN IRAN

Persian manuscripts on firearms reveal valuable information on casting bronze
cannons, using rockets in warfare, the function of howitzers, mortars and cannons,
cannon formation, etc. The barrels of Persian muskets show a variety of beautiful
patterns of welded steel. But there are almost no period Persian manuscripts which
report about the making of these beautiful pattern welded steel barrels and also
their corresponding names in Persian. There is one Persian manuscript titled
Tārix-e Delgošā-ye Ewaz (The Delightful History of Ewaz) which provides valuable information on some types of welded steel patterns. The following article deals
with the chapter on firearms in the mentioned manuscript.
Key words: Persian guns, Persian muskets, pattern, welded steel, crucible steel,
patterned crucible steel, patterns of welded steel on barrels, Ewaz as gunmaking
center, gun-making factories.

1) Introduction
There are many Persian manuscripts on the casting and production of firearms,
using them in battlefields and their corresponding transportation. These manuscripts include among others:
a) An untitled Safavid manuscript on casting bronze cannons: This is the
earliest known Persian manuscript on firearms from the Safavid period and deals
with casting bronze cannons. This manuscript is kept in the Central Library of the
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University of Tehran with the number 2085. The end of the manuscript is signed
with the inscriptions Kamtarin bande-ye dargāh Soleymān qurči-ye mezrāq (the
Lowest Servant of the Court, Soleymān who holds and takes care of a short spear
[for the king]). Thus it can be assumed that it is written by Soleymān. The manuscript consists of 51 pages and seventeen drawings.
b) Resālei dar Fešang [Treatise on Rockets]: This manuscript is written by
Mohammad Rezā Tabrizi who was a mohandesbāši (head of engineering units).
The manuscript was written in 1256 Hegira, which is 1840 C.E. This manuscript is
a combination of a translation of two different Congreve manuscripts and the writer
translates some parts directly and some parts are written and added by Mohammad
Rezā Tabrizi himself as he says that he was under the impression that Congreve did
not explain clearly and wanted to hide important aspects. It has ten plates. Although the paintings resemble the paintings of Congreve books on rockets, all soldiers in Tabrizi's book are depicted with Qājār -period uniforms of the Persian army holding the Iranian flag of the lion and the sun. The enemy is shown holding
the Ottoman flag and wearing Ottoman uniforms. The manuscript consists of 99
pages.
c) Resāle-ye Qurxāne [Treatise on Arsenal]: It is written by Mohammad
Bāqer Tabrizi in 1257 Hijra (1841 C.E.). This manuscript is kept in the National
Library of Iran with the number 1766. The first part consists of several chapters
about the gunnery tools for cannons . This part offers a detailed account about how
cannons were loaded and shot. Additionally, it provides information about how
gunnery tools were made and how they functioned. It also provides information on
mortars and howitzers. The second part is about the rockets and their accessories.
This part offers valuable information about war rockets and how they were shot.
Finally, the third part is about artificial fireworks that were used during celebrations. The manuscript has 196 pages and 50 plates.
d) Majmueye Qavāe'd-e Nezām (Collection of Military Regulations): This
manuscript has the number 2772 and was written by an unknown author by the order of Nāssereldin Šāh Qājār in Ramezān 1268 (June 1852 C.E.). This manuscript
has many pictures and describes in detail different marching and formation regula-
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tions for the troops. It consists of 52 pages (including the jacket) and has 35 drawings.
e) Resāle-ye Elm-e Mašqe Tupxāne (Manuscript on Artillery Training): It
was written by Mirzā Zaky Māzandarāni Karšiš with the handwriting of Mohammad Ali ben Abdollāh al Tehrāni. The manuscript is dated 1270 Hijra (1853-1854
C.E.). It is kept in the National Library with the number 782156. The manuscript
has 58 text pages and 14 pages at the end of the manuscript dedicated to drawings
about the formation of cannons.
f) Soāl va Javāb dar Elm-e Tupxāne (Questions and Answers about the Science of Artillery): It was written by Najafqoli. It was handwritten by Abdolhosseyn Mohammad Rafi' in Tabriz in 22 Moharram 1296 Hijra (15 January 1879
C.E.). The code of the manuscript is 725 F and is kept in the National Library of
Iran. The manuscript was written for the crown prince Mozaffareldin Šāh Qājār
and was used an instructional manual to teach him the science of artillery. The
book consists of 120 questions and 98 pages and has no drawings.
g) Tupxāne va Golule-ye Ān (Artillery and its Projectiles): It was written by
Najafqoli Xān (Nāyeb Ajudān) and Petros Xān (Sarhang) and handwritten by
Enayatollāh. The book was written in Tabriz 1296 Hijra (1879 C.E.) and dedicated
to Mozaffareldin Mirzā. The book is kept with the number 1823 in the National
Library of Iran. The book was originally in Russian and translated into Persian by
the order of the crown prince Mozaffareldin Mirzā. The authors were both artillery
officers. The book is not merely a translation but the authors annotated it and added
their own parts. They state in the beginning pages of the manuscript that the original manuscript had one introduction and twenty two chapters. The manuscript has
165 pages and no drawings.
h) Tup-e Kuhi (Field Artillery): It was written by an unknown author in 13th
century Hijra (19 century C.E.). This seems to be a translation of a European manuscript. This book is kept in the National Library of Iran with the number 5-11015.
The manuscript describes in detail a breech-loading cannon. It has thirty eight
pages and twenty drawings.
i) TarzeTuphāye Mitrāyuze Hāčkis (Usage of Hotchkiss Machine Gun):
This manuscript with the number of 3189 was written in the late 19 century. Note
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that mitrāyuz means "slug shots". This manuscript consists of 85 pages and has no
drawings.
j) Šarh-e Lavāzem-e Jangi az Exterāāt-e Hāčkis [Description of War
Equipment of Hotchkiss Inventions]: This is a Qājār -period manuscript on the
usage of the hotchkiss machine gun and is from the 13 century hijra (19 century
CE)The manuscript code is 887. The manuscript has seventy two pages and no
drawings.
k) Elm-e Tupxāne (Science of Artillery): It is a Qājār period manuscript
about cannons, mortars and howitzers. The manuscript code is 417. The manuscript
has 91 pages and no drawings. It was written in Rabi II 1271 Hijra (January 1855
C.E.).
l) Qānun-e Nezāmiye (Military Regulations): It is a Qājār period manuscript.
The manuscript has the number 2979. The manuscript has fifty pages.
The next manuscript which has a chapter on firearms is Tārix-e Delgošā-ye
Ewaz (The Delightful History of Ewaz). This article deals with this manuscript.

2) Persian manuscripts on crucible steel patterns
Before describing the chapter on firearms Tārix-e Delgošā-ye Ewaz (The Delightful History of Ewaz) and the patterns of welded steel on barrels, a short review
on patterned crucible steel patterns is given. Patterned crucible steel was mainly
used to make swords, knives and armor in Persia. There are a number of Persian
manuscripts on patterned crucible steel making. These manuscripts offer valuable
information on how to make crucible steel and although some of the old terms related to different types of iron and steel do not correspond to modern terminology
regarding iron and steel, they nevertheless offer valuable information on the components of the crucible steel. Further, the added minerals and plants to the crucible
are discussed in the manuscripts. Crucible steel, which is also called "true damascus steel" or "pulad" is a type of an ultra high carbon steel with a carbon content of
1-2.1% that has been heated until completely or partially molten and then left to
slowly cool down. Note that the used term in Persian manuscripts to refer to this
type of steel is pulād-e jŏhardār (jewelled steel) (see Moshtagh Khorasani 2010).
The so-called Damascus steel or watered steel is made of crucible steel, but in
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western terminology this can be misleading because the term Damascus steel is
used to refer to both "patterned crucible steel" and "patterned welded steel", but not
all steel types produced in crucible are patterned. Therefore, the suggestion is
made to refer to patterned crucible steel as "crucible damascus steel" with a lower
case "d" in damascus (see Feuerbach, 2012). The earliest evidence of crucible steel
production dates back to the 3rd century CE and it is believed that the traditional
manufacture and technology died in the 1800's (see Feuerbach, 2012). To make
crucible steel, the steelmakers placed iron bloom or scrap iron, which were rich in
iron, together with charcoal, plant matter, or cast iron which were rich in carbon
into a crucible and then heated it. This resulted in the diffusion of carbon into the
iron, creating steel. One should note also that during the process the melting point
is lowered resulting in the steel becoming liquid for a while. The resulting steel
ingot is relatively homogeneous (see Feuerbach, 2012). The outcome is basically
slag-free lump of steel with the shape of the internal cavity of the crucible. These
ingots have different carbon contents, minor and trace elements, and microstructures. These ingots were heated to cherry red color temperature and then forged
into swords, axes, scissors, shields, armor plates and a number of other items.
Many of period Persian manuscripts describe different patterns of patterned crucible steel such as Nŏruznāme [Book of Nŏruz] attributed Omar ben Ebrāhim
Xayyām-e Neyšāburi, which was probably written in 495 Hijra (1102 C.E.). This
manuscript describes the following terms: gŏhar ( ﮔﻭﻫﺮpattern of crucible steel)
(Xayyām-e Neyšāburi, 2003, p. 56), gŏhar-e hamvār ( ﮔﻮﻫﺭ ﻫﻤﻮﺍﺭleveled pattern)
(Xayyām-e Neyšāburi (Xayyām-e Neyšāburi, 2003, p. 55), kalāqi ( ﻛﻼﻏﻰwhite
traces aligned consecutively close to the back of the blade, dombāl  ﺩﻧﺑﺎﻝand these
white traces appear as silver) (Xayyām-e Neyšāburi, 2003/1382, p. 55, lŏlŏ ( ﻠﻮﻠﻮa
type of pattern in a crucible steel blade in which round spheres that resemble
pearls) (Xayyām-e Neyšāburi, 2003, p. 56), matn ( ﻣﺘﻦbackground color of the crucible steel) (Xayyām-e Neyšāburi, 2003/1382, p. 55), mošattab ( ﻤﺸﻂﺏa type of
crucible steel pattern of yamāni  ﻴﻤﺎﻧﻰsword), pāyhā-ye murče ( ﭙﺎﻴﻬﺎﻯ ﻤﻭﺮﭼﻪa type of
pattern of crucible steel blade that looks like blazing ants' feet) (Xayyām-e
Neyšāburi, 2003, p. 56) and sāde ( ﺴﺎﺩﻩa type of pattern of crucible steel blade that
is simple and has faint traces of a fuller (Xayyām-e Neyšāburi, 2003, p. 56).
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Another manuscript is the 13th-century Tansuxnāme [The Book of Minerals]
written by Xāje Nasireldin Tusi. This manuscript discusses the following rŏhinā
( ﺮﻭﻫﻴﻧﺎa kind of balārak [ ﺑﻼﺭﮎwatered steel] which has big watered steel pattern
as if someone painted the pattern on the blade), balārak-e jāhaki ( ﺑﻼﺭﮎ ﺟﺎﻫﻜﻰa
type of balārak  ﺑﻼﺭﮎattributed to Jāhak ﺟﺎﻫﮎ, balārak-e šāhi ( ﺑﻼﺭﮎ ﺷﺎﻫﻰking’s
balārak/royal balārak; a type of balārak  )ﺑﻼﺭﮎand rŏhinā ( ﺮﻭﻫﻴﻧﺎa kind of balārak
[ ﺑﻼﺭﮎwatered steel] which has big watered steel pattern as if someone painted the
pattern on the blade) (Nasireldin Tusi, 1574/982 Hijra:[101]).
Another 12th-century manuscript is Javāhernāme-ye Nezāmi by Jŏhari Nezām
which provides the following patterns such as balārak ﺑﻼﺭﮎ, balārak-e šāhi ﺷﺎﻫﻰ
ﺑﻼﺭﮎ, banafšrang ( ﺒﻧﻔﺶﺮﻧﮓviolet-colored; the color of the best type of balārak
 ﺑﻼﺭﮎsteel; sefid mosalsal ( ﺴﻔﻴﺪ ﻤﺴﻠﺴﻞa type of watered steel with a jǒhar  ﺠﻮﻫﺮwith
successive white [traces]; a pattern of balārak  ﺑﻼﺭﮎsteel), siyāhrang ﺴﻴﺎﻩﺮﻧﮓ
(black-colored; it is considered the best color of balārak  ﺑﻼﺭﮎsteel (Jŏhari
Nezāmi, 2004, pp. 327-329) and bum ( ﺑﻮﻡbackground color of crucible steel pattern
(Jŏhari Nezāmi, 2004, p. 331).
The 15th century Gŏharnāme [Book of Jewels] by Mohammad ben Mansur offers also interesting terminology regarding the terms describing the crucible steel
such as balārak-e hendi ﺑﻼﺭﮎ ﻫﻧﺪﻯ, balārak-e šāhi ( ﺑﻼﺭﮎ ﺷﺎﻫﻰking’s balārak/royal
balārak), bigŏhar ( ﺑﻰ ﮔﻭﻫﺭwithout watered steel pattern; this refers to the areas
where the crucible steel pattern is not visible either due to the bad quality of the
blade or poor etching), kasir al-jŏhar ( ﻜﺛﻴﺮﺍﻟﺠﻮﻫﺮfull of watered steel pattern),
rŏhinā ( ﺮﻭﻫﻴﻧﺎa type of balārak  ﺑﻼﺭﮎand a steel pattern with traces that are so big
as if one had painted them with fingers) and siyāhfām ( ﺴﻴﺎﻩﻔﺎﻡblackish, blackcolored; this refers to the parts of the watered steel pattern that are blackish and
hence where the pattern is not visible due to the bad quality of the blade or poor
etching) (Mansur, 1975, pp. 286-287).
Next to different ancient manuals, many researchers in early modern and
modern times made classifications of crucible steel as well based on the travel accounts of contemporary Europeans. Some of these patterns are also mentioned in
Qajar-period documents too. During the mid-19th century C.E., Anosov was the
first person to make a modern classification of different types of crucible steel.
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Zeller and Rohrer say that there are ten sorts of Persian watered steel, though some
of the patterns are not very common. Additionally, they mention that Iranians
make this distinction based on the pattern and color [see Zeller and Rohrer, 1955).
As it was shown above old Persian manuscripts also distinguish the quality of crucible steel blades based on their pattern and color. Nevertheless, Zeller and Rohrer
further state that, for people who are not from the region, a classification of ten different sorts of watered steel is very difficult; therefore, they propose a classification
based on the pattern only. They also say that their classification is partially in accordance with the Iranian classification. The following types are distinguished in
different sources:
a) Woodgrain or mottled pattern: This pattern is known as pulād-e jŏhardār-e
mošabak in Persian [see (20)] which means watered steel with a net pattern (see
Moshtagh Khorasani, 2008). This type of pattern looks like woodgrain. Woodgrain
pattern is characterized by irregularity in the patterns that appear both lengthwise
and crosswise along the blade. This pattern can further be divided into kara khorasan (see Figiel, 1991), known as in qaraxorāsāni in Persian (see Modarresi &
Safavi Mobarhen, 1991) and kara taban (see Figiel, 1991). Kara khorasan (black
watered steel from Khorasan) has much finer-grained dendrites but the same black
color, whereas kara taban is a deep blue-black with bold, silvery dendrites (see
Rawson, 1967). Another pattern of this category is known as bidr or qum which
means gravel representing unbroken ondulating grapevine meandering the length
of the blade (see Rawson, 1967).

Picture 1: A close-up of a crucible steel blade of a Persian šamšir from the Zand period with a woodgrain pattern.
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b) Ladder pattern: The ladder pattern is considered as a type of woodgrain or
mottled pattern [see (14)]. Another pattern is known as kirk nardeban meaning “40
steps or rungs”. Nardebān means “ladder,” and this pattern is characterized by
transversely crossways-oriented patterns. These are mechanically created distortions of the crystalline pattern, called “steps” [see (14)]. This pattern is also known
as Jacob’s ladder. The distance between each step is the same; the steps occur at
regular intervals of approximately 2.5-5 cm (see Figiel, 1991). The number of steps
range from 20 to 50 per side. This pattern is known as pulād-e jŏhardār-e qerq
nardebān in Persian meaning "watered steel with ladder pattern" which is a type of
crucible steel with ladder pattern; known as forty ladder rungs (see Romanowsky,
1967). This pattern is also called ladder of Mohammad and is also known as
čehlband (forty steps or rungs) in Persian pattern (Moshtagh Khorasani, 2010).
Each step consists of an even denser, curvilinear orientation of the crystalline structure with the curvature or convexity being directed from the cutting edge of the
blade to its back surface over the length of the blade on both sides. There are almost forty rungs along the length of the blade, therefore, the pattern has been called
“the forty steps.” Another important factor is that the orientation of the “steps” is
staggered from one side to the other, meaning that the steps or “rungs” of the ladder are positioned midway between two steps on the opposite side. A parallel positioning of steps would cause flaws and weakness alongside the blade as these steps
were created mechanically, using a blunt chisel. The chisel was hammered lightly
into superficial layers of the hot metal at an upward angle, directed toward the back
edge of the blade, pushing layers of crystals upward. The quality of this pattern
varies in some cases. In some instances, the tightness of crystal layers is very visible and regular, whereas they appear erratic in other examples. There is also the
possibility of naturally occurring crystalline orientations (see Figiel, 1991).

Picture 2: A close-up of a crucible steel blade of a Persian šamšir from the Safavid
period with a ladder pattern.
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c) Rose pattern: Another pattern is called the “rose” or circle pattern and is
considered as a type of woodgrain or mottled pattern (see Figiel, 1991). The rose is
positioned in the middle of the blade halfway between the cutting edge and the
back edge. Just as with kirk nardeban, the roses are placed at regular intervals on
the surface of the blade by using a blunt-edged chisel, making a semicircular row
of indentations at both sides of the blade. Additional chiseled indentations are applied within the central portion of the circular site. The technique creates a variegated pattern, resembling concentric layers like the petals of a rose (see Figiel,
1991).

Picture 3: A close-up of a crucible steel blade of a Persian šamšir from the Zand period with a rose pattern.

d) Water pattern: This pattern consists of straight lines which becoming progressively shorter and they are combined with curved lines (see Rawson, 1967).

Picture 4: A close-up of a crucible steel blade of a Persian šamšir from the Qajar period with a water pattern.

e) Wave pattern: This pattern is known as begami, which represents deep waves
running down the length of the blade (see Moshtagh Khorasani, 2010). This pattern is also described as increasing curved lines and broken lines and points (see
Sachse, 1993). This pattern is called pulād-e mavvāj or pulād-e mŏjdār in Persian
which means waved steel (see Romanowsky, 1967).
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Picture 5: A close-up of a crucible steel blade of a Persian
straight šamšir from the Qajar period with a wave pattern.

f) Striped pattern: This pattern called sham consists of lines appearing lengthwise
along the blade. This pattern is known as sham (see Rawson, 1967). This pattern is
called Syrian which is the least esteemed consisting of only slightly undulating
stripes running down the length of the blade (see Moshtagh Khorasani, 2010). This
pattern is called pulād-e jŏhardār-e xati in Persian which means lined watered steel
(Romanowsky, 1967). This is a type of crucible steel with lined pattern.

Picture 6: A close-up of a crucible steel blade of a Persian šamšir from the period of Fath
Ali Šāh Qajar with a striped pattern.

As mentioned before, pattern-welded steel was another method that was used
to make gun barrels. During this process several metal pieces of differing composition are forge-welded together and twisted and manipulated to form a pattern.
Steel plates forged in this manner often display bands of slightly different patterning along their entire length. These bands can be highlighted for cosmetic purposes
by proper polishing or acid etching. Therefore, by referring to steel pattern, the
book Tārix-e Delgošā-ye Ewaz (The Delightful History of Ewaz) describes patternwelded steel and not patterned crucible steel pattern.
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3) Tārix-e Delgošā-ye Ewaz (The Delightful History of Ewaz)
Tārix-e Delgošā-ye Ewaz is a book dealing with the local history of Ewaz and
was written in Persian by Mohammad Hadi Kerāmati (born in 1857 CE in Ewaz)
who was from the influential and educated house of Kerāmati. When he was very
young his family immigrated to Mumbai, India to work for his father’s business
(p6). There, although living in abroad, he still managed to gain deep knowledge in
Arabic and Persian literature, world and Islamic countries’ history as well as calligraphy skills. Later in his senility after paying a pilgrimage to Mecca, he isolated
himself in Ewaz, his birthplace, to write a history of this city in 1925 (Kerāmati,
1992, p. 7). Mohammad Ebrāhim Bāstāni Pārizi a prominent historian of local regions of Iran has described Tārix-e Delgošā-ye Ewaz as a unique book for studying
the history of Iranian military. Bāstāni Pārizi writes “For us to read about the details of Persia-Russian wars of Fath Ali Shah Qajar time or the wars on Herat (note
that Herat was formerly and historically an Iranian city, now a major city in East of
Afghanistan after British involvement in internal matters of 19th century Qajar
Iran) is possible to consult with the books such as Rozat-al Safāye Nāsseri ( ﺭﻭضﻪ
 )ﺍﻟصﻔﺎی ﻧﺎصﺮیand Nāsex-e Tavārix ( )ﻧﺎسخ ﺍﻟﺘﻮﺍﺭیخas well as Russian, British and
French documents […] of the time, but if we wish to know about the weaponmaking techniques of the Iranians of the time, a simple and short local history book
about a remote and seemingly insignificant region of Iran [such as Tārix-e
Delgošā-ye Ewaz] can be of tremendous help.[…] In this book one can find a
whole chapter titled ‘On Forging and Gun-making Factories’ details how in this
village of a couple of hundreds dwellings there was a cartel of sixteen gun-making
factories”. The importance of this manuscript becomes clear when one takes into
account that the royal collection of Iranian handmade barrels kept in the Military
Museum of Tehran, the Military Museum of Shiraz have the most intricate and
beautiful pattern-welded barrels made in the world. Unfortunately none of the
manuscripts above describe how pattern-welded barrels were made in Iran. Only
the untitled Safavid manuscript on casting bronze cannons deals with the making of
guns explicitly. But this deals with casting bronze cannons and not making patternwelded barrels. But many barrels of Persian guns are made of pattern-welded steel
as mentioned above. Unlike crucible damascus steel which has many descriptions
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and terms for different patterns that can be extracted from period manuscripts, we
have not been able to find any period manuscripts on terms describing different
types of pattern-welded damascus steel. Only in 20th-century publications we find
some related terms. These are tofang-e jǒhari which means "guns with barrels
made of pattern welded steel" (see Floor, 2003, p. 249) and the pattern-welded
steel is called pulād-e masnu’i (artificial steel) in Persian (see Romanowsky,
1967/1346:79 and Ma’tufi, 1999, p. 724). Romanowsky (1967, p. 86) and Ma’tufi
(1999, p. 724) distinguish between the following types of pulād-e masnu’i: a)
pulād-e motabbaq (layered steel) and b) pulād-e piči (twisted steel). Further, Romanowsky (1967, p. 86) adds that pulād-e motabbaq (layered steel) is further divided into pulād-e motabbaq-e montazam (layered and ordered steel) and pulād-e
motabbaq-e rangi (colored and layered steel) and b) pulād-e piči (twisted steel) is
further divided into pulād-e piči-ye montazam (twisted and ordered steel) and
pulād-e piči-ye rangi (twisted and colored steel).

Romanowsky explains that

pulād-e motabbaq is a type of pattern welded steel that has visible layers that are
pressed together that have different colors and pulād-e rangi is a type of pattern
welded steel that has white patterns/traces in dark background. Romanowsky
(1967, p. 79) suggests that the reason for making pulād-e masnu’i was to imitate
the beautiful patterns of pulād-e jŏhardār (crucible steel) as pulād-e jŏhardār was
very expensive. Another reason was, of course, that pattern welded steel was used
to make barrels as it could much better adapt to the expansion of the barrel during
shooting in comparison to the crucible steel.
European travelers to Persia during that period report on the process. Chardin
(1988, p. 271) reports on the firearms barrel-making process done by Persians. He
says that they damask the barrels as they do the blades, but he does not differentiate
between the process of making welded damascus steel and crucible damascus steel.
Floor (2003:251–2) quotes de Rochechouart, who reported on the process of
gun barrel making in Iran. The report reveals the making of gun barrels, providing a
good explanation of how this technology. De Rochecourt reports that the Persian
smiths collected two old horseshoe irons and a certain quantity of small bits and
pieces of ordinary iron. The total amounted to 15 sir [According to The Digital Lexicon of Dehxodā, satir is a weight measurement that means sir (garlic), and based
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on weight measurements of Tabriz, satir is 15 methqāl. According to Emām
Šuštari (1961, pp. 44–45), there were two different weights that were described as
methqāl during the Abbasid period. One of them was called methqāl arabi (Arabian methqāl), also called methqal shar’i, and the other one was called methqāl Seirafi or methqāl baqdādi. Methqāl Arabi was equal to 4.265 grams, and methqāl
baqdādi was equal to 4.948 grams. methqāl baqdādi was the weight measurement
used in Iran. Therefore, 15 sir is exactly 1113.30 grams, a little bit over 1 kilo],
which is almost 1 kg. He further documents how the smiths layered the iron in such a
way so that the horse irons made up the exterior. The smiths placed the iron in the
fire, and they heated it until it had almost reached the melting point. In the next step,
they forged the iron on the anvil until all the pieces became one uniform, compact
mass. The smiths repeated the forging process several times. Then, they drew out the
metal until it became a bar of about 75 cm in length. They made 12 of these bars,
attached them to one another, and put the entire billet into the forge. After heating
the billet sufficiently, they took the mass out and forged and cut it wherever the various parts had blended. The smiths stretched and reduced the billet to the size and
thickness of a finger and rounded the corners. The next step involved taking four of
these strips and twisting them into spirals, extending them on an iron blade and beating and heating the mass until it was compact. Afterward, the smiths twisted a mold
of this last strip and beat and heated it to obtain the welding, whereupon they withdrew the mold, polishing and smoothing the interior of the gun barrel. In the next
stage, they polished the exterior, covering the surface with a mixture of two parts
sulfur and one part salt, which were mixed into a water solution. The smiths put the
coated barrel in a hot and humid place, such as the interior of a bath, for 24 hours. At
the end of that period, they took the barrel out, and it was complete.
As the pictures of seven different barrels made of pattern-welded damascus steel
show there are different varieties of pattern-welded damascus steel. But unfortunately no period Persian manuscript has been found up to now which could clearly shed
light on how these patterns were called in Persian back then.
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Pictures 7–13: Different patterns of welded steel on Persian gun barrels from the Military Museum of Tehran.

Tārix-e Delgošā-ye Ewaz (The Delightful History of Ewaz) provides some useful terminology such as johardār ( ﺟﻮﻫﺮ ﺩﺍﺭpatterned), kol ( کﻞcurved), dokol ﺩﻭﻛﻞ
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(double-curved), pičtāb ( ﭙﻴﭻﺘﺎﺏturn-twisted), siyahtāb

( سﻴﻪ تﺎﺏblack-twisted),

noqrekār ( ﻧقﺮﻩ ﻛﺎﺭsilver-worked), tahnešān ( تﻪ ﻧﺸﺎنdeeply inlaid), sāde ( سﺎﺩﻩplain)
and šamqāl ﺷﻤغﺎﻝ. Unfortunately, the manuscript does not offer any drawings or
explanation for these terms. Before going into the chapter on gunmaking in the
manuscript Tārix-e Delgošā-ye Ewaz (The Delightful History of Ewaz), a short history on the city of Ewaz is given.

4) The city of Ewaz
Ewaz is a city in Larestan County of Fars Province of Iran with a population
of over twenty thousand people. Historically it is considered as a relatively dry city
yet it enjoys a beautiful green scenery and abundance of birds and other animals
(Kerāmati, 1992, pp. 44 and 51). Geographically, Ewaz is located in proximity of
mountains and winding roads making it very difficult to access. Thus it could be
naturally protected from thieves and bandits (Kerāmati, 1992, p. 45) especially
when the central government was unable or unwilling to offer proper protection to
the local people. Ewaz was home to a large religious minority population of Muslim Sunni of Shafi’i school as opposed to majority of Muslim Shia population of
Iran (Kerāmati, 1992, p. 57). Many of Ewaz people, who were proficient in Arabic
language used to work and live in other countries which had large Sunni populations, especially the Persian Gulf Arab states and even India (Kerāmati, 1992, p.
23). They had a long history of trade with these countries especially trades in
which they sold their muskets to eager customers. However they kept their bonds
with Iran, wrote about Iran, embraced Persian Constitutional Revolution and a
large portion of them returned to Ewaz to live and engage in philanthropic and
scholarly activities such as school construction.
Ewaz went through numerous military engagements for different reasons such
as land disputes with neighbor villages and religious quarrels. During the Iranian
Zand dynasty and early Qajar era, under the patronage of a local ruler called “Haji
Amir” and his predecessors, steel forging and especially gun-making flourished in
Ewaz as a premium business of people. The business model they followed resembled a conglomerate of many gun making related factories and workshops that all
people of the village united in a tiny space attempt to satisfy the needs of each oth-
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ers’ businesses (Kerāmati, 1992, pp. 90-91). Another special feature of the city of
Ewaz was its distinguished gunners, who, irrespective of their age, were agile,
brave and skilled gunners (Kerāmati, 1992, p. 92).

5) Gun-making Factories
The book Tārix-e Delgošā-ye Ewaz (The Delightful History of Ewaz) provides
a very informative list of gun-making factories. Kerāmati (1992, pp. 92-96) mentions the gun-making factories of Ewaz are as follows:
a) Factory of Mir Mohammad Hāji Mir
b) Factory of Mir Hossein Hāji Mir
c) Factory of Mir Abdulvāhed Mir Hossein
d) Factory of Mir Hāji Ahmad Hāji Mir
e) Factory of Mir Hamzeh
f) Factory of Mir Taqi
g) Factory of Mir Najma
h) Factory of Mir Esmā'il
i) Factory of Mir Jafar
j) Factory of Haji Abdurrahmān Mir Mohammad Šahmir
k) Factory of Mir Abdullāh Mir Hamzeh
l) Factory of Mir Rasula Mir Hamzeh
m) Factory of Mir Ahmad Aminā
n) Factory of Mir Abdurrahmān Mir Jafar
o) Factory of Mir Mohammad Said Mir Ahmad Amina
p) Factory of Mir Mohammad Said Haji Abdurrahmān"
Kerāmati continues: "In these factories in addition to the masters whose name
is on the factory, simple gun barrels (mil-e lule  )ﻣﻴﻞ ﻟﻮﻟﻪare produced in large ovens.
In addition to that oven, they were equipped with other machineries to polish and
imprint the gun barrels and ornament the accessories. Many people were involved
in these activities which included polishing (barquzan )ﺑﺮﻏﻮزن, part assembling(gušebandi )ﮔﻮﺷﻪ ﺑنﺪی, sight adjustment (nazarbandi )ﻧظﺮﺑنﺪی, trigger making,
painting, silversmithing, stock making, barrel strap placement (toqbandi )طﻮق ﺑنﺪی,
match cord knitting (fatilepiči )فﺘﻴﻠﻪ پﻴچی, gunpowder making, saddle making, bullet
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casting (golulerizi  )ﮔﻠﻮﻟﻪ ﺭیزیand charcoal making. These workshops cooperated
with factories and were owned by all people of Ewaz and an indicator of their
wealth. Therefore, the ovens and smiths [related to gun making industry] played
the driving force in advancing the economy of the city as mentioned by the Holy
Qur'an:
“And We have given (to them) iron (which has great strength and) wherein is
(material for) violent warfare and for many (other) uses for people” (Al-Hadid, Sura 57, verse 25, al-Quràn, 2003, p. 624).
At those times, the people of Ewaz were succulently self-sufficient in their
livelihoods without any dependence on foreigners, and could perfectly protect their
homelands from potential enemies by their unity, Islamic mettle and bravery which
could deeply shake the enemy’s heart. Their caravans could always transport safely
in the regions of Fars and Isfahan provinces and keep their business traffic unharmed and no bandit or thieve had the courage to encroach the Ewazian passengers. In short, the gun-making industry of Ewaz has reached the apex of perfection
in its quality. From neighbor and far regions, Persian-speakers and Turkishspeakers, many traders used to travel to Ewaz to sell their products and purchase
muskets and iron tools in return. There were many types of guns for example:
johardār ( ﺟﻮﻫﺮ ﺩﺍﺭpatterned), kol

( کﻞcurved), dokol ( ﺩﻭﻛﻞdouble-curved),

pičtāb ( ﭙﻴﭻﺘﺎﺏturn-twisted), siyahtāb ( سﻴﻪ تﺎﺏblack-twisted), noqrekār ( ﻧقﺮﻩ ﻛﺎﺭsilver-worked), tahnešān ( تﻪ ﻧﺸﺎنdeeply inlaid), sāde ( سﺎﺩﻩplain) and šamqāl ﺷﻤغﺎﻝ.
Damuscus steel patterned (johari  )ﺟﻮﻫﺮیmuskets crafted by Mir Hāji were
very beautiful and distinguished and in fact enjoyed higher quality than the Rumi
(Ottoman) counterparts. He used silver barrel straps (bast  )ﺑﺴتand gold-inlaid embellishments along with Western flintlocks."
Note that part of the results of European innovation and military advising in
Qajar-period Iran was the import of flintlocks. In the Qājār period (1794–1925
C.E.), the imported flintlocks marked with E.I.C. (East India Company) were either
called in Persian čaxmāq-e engirizi (English flintlock) or čaxmāq-e farangi (European flintlock) (see Tahvildār Esfahāni, 1964, p. 108). Tahvildār Esfahāni adds the
craftsman who made flintlock mechanism was called čaxmāqsāz (flintlock maker).
There used to be many members in this guild in the past when the stone flintlock
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was very common but the European or foreign flintlock still quite rare. They
brought very good čaxmāqhā-ye engirizi (English flintlocks), each cost 15,000
dinār. During the reign of the "king of kings", Ostād Mohammad Esfahāni Čaxmāqsāz sold each [flintlock] for three tumān [360 tumān was a respectable annual
salary for a young man at the end of the 19th century]. It was assumed in Europe
that each individual part of the flintlock was made by a different guild, and that
experienced people performed the quenching of the qorxoloq (trigger-guard) and
the shooting mechanism. However, in Esfahān, Ostād Mohammad did everything
on his own and other masters did the same as well. Years ago, the majority of
flintlock makers of Esfahān were brought to Tehrān. Some decided on their own to
go to Xorāsān, Kordestān, and Fārs. A few remained in Esfahān and if the demand
were there, they could make good flintlocks that are liked in all parts of Iran. There
were also local flintlockmakers such as Ostād Mohammad, were other great flintlock makers. such as Ali, indicated in the mark amal-e Ali (the work of Ali) on a
flintlock mechanism for a gun with a pattern-welded barrel made by Hosseyn
Mollā, and Sār Ali written in the expression amal-e Sār Ali (the work of Sār Ali)
on a flintlock attributed to the Qājār period that is kept in the Military Museum of
Tehrān. These guns could be used effectively by Persian soldiers.
Kerāmati adds: "Variety of these muskets was sold in Mascat (the capital of
current day Oman, south of Ewaz), Balouchestan (a region now shared by Iran and
Pakistan, east of Ewaz) and other ports. During Arab’s reign, some of the Ewazian
masters were making muskets in Mascat and Bandar Abbas (a seaport and capital
of Hormozgān Province on the southern coast of Iran), even in the era of Karim
Khan of Zand (r. 1750-1779), the powerful and popular ruler of Iran and the founder of Zand dynasty whose capital was Shiraz (Fars province of Iran, whose distance
to Ewaz is only about 360 kilometers), some Ewazian musket makers were sent to
Shiraz by Nasser Khan Lari (the powerful and ambitious ruler of Larestan, before
and during Karim Khan Zand reign, who was a distinguished warrior fighting with
musket with equitation skills). Flintlock muskets had the effective range of 7001000 feet or even beyond. The price of these muskets ranged from 10 to 20 qirans
(at those times one Iranian qiran was exchanged for about 10 pences.) and damascus welded steel types (no'e johardār  )ﻧﻮع ﺟﻮﻫﺮﺩﺍﺭwere priced between 30 and 40
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qirans. On those prosperous days in which the city witnessed intensive musket
trades, from midnight to sunset, there were uninterrupted roar of musket shootings
and hammering and malleting all over the Ewaz, as if a war was waged at the village, and the subject of all conversations was always guns and the crafting quality
of the gun-making masters.

6) Inscriptions on gun barrels
The gun trade of Ewaz has started in this environment, along with sending
some natives to the markets of the ports such as Mascat and buying Swiss irons,
laquers and Indigo dyes which was mutually beneficial for both parties, especially
Ewazians who could live affluently but not squander in their homes. This situation
lasted for about a hundred years until 1853. After that period heavy imports from
western countries ruined the old native industry and it declined to near total disappearance. While making muskets, the Ewazian masters used to engrave the barrels
with Quranic verses and adequate Persian poems and further decorate them with
figurative patterns. One instance of such verses are Nasron Min Allahi Wa Fathon
Qareeb ( ﻧصﺮ ﻣﻦ هللا ﻭ فﺘح قﺮیبHelp from God and early victory) which is verse 13 of
the sura al-Saff ( ﺍﻠصﻑFormations; this is the 61 sura of the holy Qur’an that consists of 14 verses. Another example is Enna Fatahna Lakka Fathan Mobina ﻣﺒﻴنﺍ
( ﺍﻧﺍ فﺘﺤنﺍ ﻟﮏ فﺘﺤﺍWE HAVE GIVEN you a splendent victory). The latter inscription
is the first verse of the sura al-Fath ( ﺍﻠﻔﺘحvictory) which is the 48 sura of the holy
Qur’an that consists of 18 verses (see al-Qur’an, 1993, p. 439). They also used
Persian poems used on the barrels. Two examples of poems are as follows:
In xošqafā be hengām jadal eĵdehādam ast / hengām razm qātel har babr va
zeyqam ast
ﻫنﮕﺎﻡﺭزﻡقﺎتﻞﻫﺮﺑﺒﺭﻭضﻴغﻢﺍست

ﺍینﺧﻮﺶقﻔﺎﺑﮕﺎﮦﺟﺪﻝﺍژﺩﻫﺎﺩﻡﺍست

(This beautiful [gun] fights like a dragon in time of war// slayer of every tiger and
lion)
Adov qāfel mašo be ruze nabard ke in amd va godāz / az rāh kin košande-ye
Sohrāb va Rostam ast
ﺍزﺭﺍﻩﻛﻴﻦﻛﺸنﺪﻩسﻬﺮﺍﺏﻭﺭسﺘﻢﺍست
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(O enemy, don’t be heedless for this furious fire// is the killer of [champions such
as] Rostam and Sohrāb)
Another Persian poem used by Ewaz gunmakers was the following:
Hazar kon ey adov az man ke ātaš dar dahan dāram nadāram bāk az došman ke
āhan bar dahan daram ﺣﺫﺮﻜن ﺍﻯﻋﺪﻮ ﺍزﻣﻦﻜﻪﺁتﺵﺪﺭﺩﻫﻦﺪﺍﺭﻢ ﻧﺪﺍﺮﻢﺒﺎﮎﺍزﺪﺷﻣﻦزﺁﻫنﺑﺮﺪﻫن ﺪﺍﺭﻡ
"Keep away from me oh the enemy as I have fire in my mouth/ I am not afraid of
the enemy as I have the iron in my mouth".
Note that a Persian flintlock musket from the 18th century kept in the Military
Museum of Tehran with the punched maker’s mark Amal-e Hāj Mostafā
[ ﻋﻣﻞﺣﺎﺝﻣصﻂفﻰThe work of Hāj Mostafā] has the same inscription as indicated
above. Another 18th-century flintlock musket with the same inscription on the barrel which is kept in the Military Museum of Tehran has the the punched maker's
mark reads Amal-e Mir Hosseyn ( ﻋﻤﻞﻤیﺮﺣسیﻦThe work of Mir Hosseyn). There is a
percussion-cap musket with the same inscription on the breech of the barrel in the
Military Museum of Tehran with the museum inventory number 983. The barrel of
this musket is from the Zand period (dated 1195 Hijra/1781 C.E.). The musket
belonged to a Zand ruler during the era of Sādeq Xān Zand who ruled from 11931196 Hijra (1779-1782 C.E.). Later on it was mounted with a British percussion
cap lock during the Qājār period. The barrel has the maker’s mark "Amal-e Seyyed
Mohammad ( ﻋﻣﻞسیﺪﻣﺣﻤﺪthe work of Seyyed Mohammad)", the owner’s mark
"Sāheb Mohammad Ali . . . ( صﺎﺣبﻣﺣﻣﺪﻋﻠﻰThe owner Mohammad Ali . . .)" and on
the breech of the barrel, there is another owner’s mark written in raised gold-inlaid
inscriptions

that

reads:

"Sāheb

Mohammad

Hasan

Xān

Zand

1195

١١٩٥( صﺎﺣبﻣﺣﻤﺪﺨﺎنزﻧﺩThe owner Mohammad Hasan Xān Zānd 1195)".
The Ewaz gunmakers continued the above-mentioned verse with the following:
Moxālef key tavānad dar barābar bā saf-e hayjā // ke man az solat-e "Hāji" dam
laškaršekan
ﻛﻪﻣﻦﺍزصﻮﻟتﺣﺎﺟﻰﺩﻡﻟﺸﻜﺮﺷﻜﻦ

ﻣﺨﺎﻟﻒﻛﻰتﻮﺍﻧﺪﺩﺭﺑﺮﺍﺑﺮﺑﺎصﻒﻫﻴﺠﺎ

(How can an opponent stand a battle// When I took wrath of [master] “Haji” as
army destroyer).
Another Persian poem used on Persian barrels is as follows:
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In barq-e šo'lexiz ra'd nahib adovafkan // rizad begāh-e jang va setiz ātaš az dahan
ﺭﻴزﺪﺒﻪﻫنﮕﺎﻢﺠنﮓﻮﺴتﻴزﺁتﺶﺍزﺩﻫﻦ

ﺍﻴﻦﺒﺮﻖﺸﻌﻠﻪﺨﻴزﺮﻋﺪنﻬﻴبﻋﺪﻭﻔﻜﻦ

(This radiating roar [of musket], is a foe flinger// Incendiary in time of war)
Čon qamzeye botān nakonad tir ān xatā // gozašte be ruzegār mesmi be safšekan
ﮔﺷﺘﻪﺒﺭﻭزﮔﺎﺭﻤسﻤﻰﺒصﻒﺷﻜﻦ

چﻮﻦﻏﻤزﻩﺒﺘﺎﻦنﻜﻧﺪتﻴﺮﺁﻦﺨﻄﺎ

(Like the coquetry of idols never misses a shot// Famed and named as enemy-line
breaker).
Another Persian inscription used on the barrels of muskets from Ewaz are:
In taraqe tofang sāxtam az vajhe Hasan // aĵdar sefati ke rizad ātaš az dahan
ﺍﮋﺪﺮصﻔتﻰﻛﻪﺮﻴزﺪﺁتﺶﺍزﺪﻫن

ﺍﻴﻦﻄﺭقﻪتﻔﻧﮓﺴﺎﺨﺘﻢﺍزﻭﺠﻪﺤﺴن

I made this percussion cap gun in “Hassan”’s style// Which like dragon flares the
fire through its mouth
Mānand asā va yad-e beyzā-e Kalim // Laškaršekan va adovkoš va seydafkan
ﻟﺷﻜﺮﺷﻜﻦﻮﻋﺪﻭﺷﻜﻦﻮصﻴﺪﺍﻔﻜﻦ

ﻤﺎننﺪﻋصﺎﻭﻴﺪﺒﻴﻀﺎﻜﻟﻴﻢ

Like the stick and shining hand of Moses// enemy slayer, opponent crasher and
trapper
7) A Poem for Compatriots’ Souls
The book Tārix-e Delgošā-ye Ewaz (The local history of Ewaz), Kerāmati
(1992, p. 97) also describes the bitter fate of the gunmaking craft which was annihilated by Western technology, Keramati writes a poem to express the feeling of
his Ewazian people. This tradition of appending a rhyme or poem to the text is a
very old Iranian tradition. The first ten lines of the poem provide some valuable
information on the imported European weaponry to Iran in general and their devastating effect on the local gun-making craft in Ewaz in particular:
I write this poem for all of the steel hammerer of my country.
In our modern time, new weapons have emerged.
Then, through cheap foreign currencies of Germany, Britain and other Westerners.
Double barrel “Mauser” and “Martin” riffles as well as five, ten and six-barreled
guns came up.
Nobody in the world has ever seen anything like these guns .
Nine centuries of archery have long gone and all the muzzleloaders are broken too.
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The era of Pahlavāni (chivalry) and physical strength has passed and if [the great
Pahlavān] Rostam stands up.
Roaring of “Shrapnel” shell and the guns’ shout would blind, deafen and make him
dizzy.
As grenade, bomb, “Krupp gun” artillery is an emergent disaster from Europeans.

8) Conclusion
Although there are a number of manuscripts on different patterns of patterned
crucible steel, there are almost no period manuscripts on describing different patterns of welded steel made for making gun barrels in Persia. Although there are
many manuscripts on casting bronze cannons, different types of firearms and their
formation, they do not provide any information on the names of the patterns of
welded steel used on gun barrels. The book Tārix-e Delgošā-ye Ewaz (The local
history of Ewaz) is an exception as it provides some valuable terms for the description of pattern welded steel types used on Persian gun barrels. Although the book
does not describe each pattern in detail, future research might find out more Persian
manuscripts on different patterns of welded steel.
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